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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
End user computing encompasses a broad range of technologies, all of which enable

an individual to directly control his information processing needs. It consists of office
automation, personal computers, mini and mainframe computers, and supporting tech-
nologies which provide the potential for improving information management within the
Federal Government. This report focuses on just one aspect of end user computing, the
microcomputer.

The growth in the use of microcomputers challenges managers to organize and support
microcomputer-based information resources so that the microcomputer technology can
become an effective part of the organization's total information resources. This document
provides those individuals responsible for the management of information resources with an
understanding of the issues and activities that lead to effective information management.
It identifies issues related to the management of microcomputer systems and analyzes some
of the options available for the effective integration of small systems into an organization's
overall ADP usage. Included in the discussion are overall organizational characteristics,
information issues, user issues, and technology issues.

Organizations have the opportunity to take advantage of the benefits which can be
gained by the use of microcomputer technology. However, the realization of these benefits
r,quires that the organization carefully consider the nature and extent of microcomputer
usage, the organization's missions, end-user experiences and overall .ADP experience within
the organization. It is important to understand the impact these factors will have on the
organizational strategy for using microcomputers to improve information management.

Related to the organization's use of information, there are several issues to be addressed.
The use of data naming and data organization conventions enables information to be
known and shared among departments. As new data is entered into microcomputers, the
validation of this data should 'oe performed before it is integrated into the organization's
databases. Of particular concern shoul LI be those problems associated with information
and microcomputer system security.

The time when all computer users were ADP professionals is long past. End users with
no previous computer experience as well as ADP professionals are using microcomputers to
perform their jobs more effectively. Regardless of the microcomputer users' background,
they need basic skills in order to operate the microcomputer system and maintain the
information contained on it. To provide these skills, support services are necessary. The
services can promote information management, user efficiency, and/or effective manage-
ment of the technology. Every office within the organization should have at least one
individual providing local support with more formal and extensive support provided at
a higher, centralized organizational level. The integrati-m of the support services into
existing organizational structures can benefit from the experience of existing ADP and
microcomputer experts.

Microcomputer technology is only a means by which users gain access to ar d make
more effective use of information. Technology issues include acquisition management and
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in-house standards. Acquisition management helps insure that a microcomputer system
will meet an information or user need and be representative of current technology. In-
house standards promote compatibility between systems, thus enhancing resJurce sharing
and lowering the cost of support. It often consists of a list of organizationally supported
hardware and software or a set of minimum requirements that a microcomputer system
must meet. In-house standards should be carefully selected based on application and sup-
port needs. When possible, such standards should be consistent with standards developed
by recognized standards organizations and with defacto standards set in the marketplace.
In-house standards should be continually scrutinized so, that equipment is not locked-in
and made obsolete by rapidly changing technology, thus becoming unable to meet current
and future application requirements.

The availability, quality, and variety of off-the-self software packages has minimized
the need for in-house application development. Since these application packages can be
purchased and installed rapidly, return on investment can be realized more quickly than
with custom program development. However, many application packages contain features
that will allow the end user to customize or program within the package. As the number
of end users, developers, and systems affected by this type of programming increases, the
required level of formal software development documentation also increases.

The rapid pace of technology, continually making new capabilities possible, leads to
a changing perception of application requirements. For example, before technology made
microcomputers economically feasible, there was never a requirement for a professional
to have his own computer. These changes are a natural result of new alternatives made
possible by advances in technology. In examining the changes, it is important to make
the distinction between what is technically possible and what is valuable in the context of
existing organizations.

To use and manage microcomputers effectively, organizations should develop a plan ad-
dressing the information, user, and technology aspects of its microcomputer usage. Such
a plan should delineate the objectives to be achieved, the management/support services
needed, the roles and responsibilities of those implementing the plan, and any in-house
microcomputer standards. The purpose of these plans is not to obstruct the use of micro-
computer systems, but rather to maximize the benefits to be derived from their usage.

Information about other NBS/ICST microcomputer related publications and activities
can be obtained from the authors at:

National Bureau of Standards
Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology
B266 Technology
Gaithersburg MD 20899
(301) 921-3485

or electronically from the NBS/ICST information service on microcomputcib at
(301) 948 1718.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The influx of microcomputers into the organization has changed the way information
is processed and handled. The microcomputer las become a tool that enables end-users
to have more control over their information proLessing needs. This end-user computing
technology is evolving at great speed. The availability of these systems, their cost, their
adaptability to various applications, and their compact size (small enough to fit on a desk)
have helped to promote this use.

As the use of microcomputers within an organization continues to grow, that organi-
zation is faced with the question of how to manage this new technology efficiently and
effectively. Several organizations have already developed policies pertaining to the mi-
crocomputer technology, whereas others are just beginning to explore and develop such
policies and directions.

This document provides individuals who are faced with the task of managing infor-
mation resources with an understanding of the issues and activities that lead to effective
information management. It addresses the need for establishing a management policy,
presents various considerations and problems associated with the management of micro-
computers, and discusses the development and implementation of a management strategy.

1.1 Overview

Traditionally, the use and management of computers within an organization was the
responsibility of the centralized ADP department. These computers are extremely expen-
sive and require qualified ADP professionals to operate and program them. With low cost
microcomputers and easy-to-use application software, the role of computing within the
organization is changing. The microcomputer creates a new class of computer users (typ-
ically, unskilled in computer technology) and provides them with a means of automating
functions that were not previously automated, and thus, the ability to solve problems and
make decisions more rapidly. The great speed at which this end-user technology is being
incorporated into the organization and the nature of its acquisition and (Ise has created a
management problem. The microcomputer has decentralized the organization's computing
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resources and has made it necessary to reexamine the management of information systems
and their technology.

A managed approach to the organization's microcomputing activities can help to achieve
the following:

coordination of microcomputer resources

the benefits commensurate with the investment (f equipment, software, and training

the compatibility of the microcomputer equipment and its use with existing systems

the accuracy of data and compatibility with existing systems and practices

the security of the microcomputer and the information associated with it

the smooth transition from the current environment to an end-user environment,
e.g., implement training structures

consideration of the consequences of implementing microcomputer systems e.g., the
effect on human and organizational characteristics

The policy can focus on the management of various resources associated with end-
user computing, specifically with microcomputing; and can manage those resources at
various levels with a variety of incentives and controls. A common organizational reaction
is to restrict or prohibit the use of facilities which are not well understood. However,
attention should be given to the consequences of implementing overly restrictive policies.
A restrictive policy can result in the inability of both the organization and the user to adapt
to the rapidly changing technology and the inability to take advantage of new applications
and uses.

1.2 rocument Structure
This document includes eight chapters that describe the issues associated with the

management of microcomputers, the tradeoffs, and alternative directions. Since organiza-
tions have different goals and resources, there are few statements about the management
and support of microcomputers which apply to all organizations. Each organization must
weigh the alternatives according to its unique needs and resources. This document presents
background, issues, and alternatives which can help an organization in its management and
support of microcomputers.

Background information is provided in chapter 1, followed by management issues in
chapters 2, 3, and 4. Chapter 2 discusses the information management problems caused
by the ability to access and manipulate new and existing information on the microcom-
puter. Chapter 3 de cribes microcomputer users and the functions that these users will
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need to perform. And, chaoter 4 is concerned with the support and acquisition of micro-
computers. It describes the suppott structures and activities that can be provided and
discusses procurement and justification procedures.

Standards and technological management alternatives are addressed in Chapter 5. The
chapter presents a general discussion of the problems created by the rapidly changing
microcomputer technology and the ways the organization can deal with these problems.

Organizational factors which affect the use of microcomputers are presented in chapter
6. The chapter addresses the developrrAer_t of a management style that reflects the existing
organizational structures and the nature of the microcomputer usage.

A general summary of this document is provided in chapter 7. An outline of the el-
ements that can consitute a microcomputer management policy is presented. Chapter 8
contains references to several other publications which address micro( omputer manage-
ment issues.
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Chapter 2

Information Issues

As microcomputers are introduced into an organizatic I , o ta administr: tion method-
ologies are challenged by two problems: the broader distr '-iuti 'n of existing information
and the introduction of new information.

The use of microcomputers in an organization tends to dis. 'bute data which was once
located primarily on mainframes. Departme' s and individuals \ '-'' ir.any organizations
use the rapid-response, human-engineered, software of microcomi. -t.- is to manip-late ex-
isting data in order to gain new insights into the information. In most cases, this is
advantageous to an organization. since it enables the operating units to perform their
functions more effectively. Because microcomputers have the ability to easily acquire and
store existing information, because there is a demand within departments for access to
an organization's information, and because of the availability of microcomputers, man,-
copies, in many forms, of vital data can be generated. This rapid dispersion and ma-
nipulation of information made possible by microcomputers can compromise information
security and accuracy.

The other challenge to data administration is the generation of new data by those using
microcomputers. As information is proliferated and analyzed using the highly interactive
techniques of microcomputer software, the conclusions formed by this analysis becomes
new information which is often organized and stored electronically. Moreover, the depart-
ments of an organization have the opportunity by means of microcomputers, to collect
information to be used exclusively within the department, to be distributed throughout
the organization, or to be disseminated externally.

As with the generation of information from the analysis of existing data, the collection
of new data can er able an operating unit to do its job better. However, the creation
of new information can lead to redunda.a efforts on the part of the departments. In
addition, the department which created or collected the information may be unaware of
security implications.

Several of the information management issues which arise from the use of microcon
putcrs are discussed below.

6
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2.1 Naming and Organization

All large organizations have experience with information management. The basic prin-
ciples of inforthb,tion management are the same regardless of the means by which the
information is collected or the media on which the information is stored. Fundamental to
data administration is the use of data naming and data organization conventions.

Data naming and organization conventions may be promulgated by automated and/or
manual methods. In a mainframe environment, data naming and organization conven-
tions can be supported by means of the data dictionary and the data file structures of the
database management system. New information conforms to these conventions in order to
take advantage of the capabilities of the database management system on the mainframe.
However, microcomputers typically do not have easy access to the data dictionaries on
mainframes. Moreover, the database management methods used on microcomputers are
usually different from those on a mainframe. Even in those cases where the data dictionar-
ies on the mainframe are available to the microcomputer, the microcomputer most often
operates in a mode which does not permit immediate access to the mainframe. Thus, the
automated support for maintaining data naming and organiza"Lion conventions may not be
easily available to the microcomputer.

The problems of cormistent data naming and organization are exacerbated when the
database management system on the mainframe has a file organization fundamentally
different from those database management systems used on the microcomputer system.
The meat prevalent type of database management system on microcomputers are those
that use the relational data model. Many mainframe database management systems do
not support the relational data model, but rather support file structures of hierarchical,
network, or inverted organization.

There are two common solutions to this problem. The first solution is to create files
on the mainframe and/or the microcomputer which are subsets of the full database and
which have the same file organization. This permits users to see the same data orgar i7ation
regardless of the system they are accessing. The second solution is to translate the file
organization into a standard sequential for in on one system, transmit the sequential form
to another system, and then translate the sequential form to the file organization of the
other system.

These solutions require increased storage capacity for the intermediate files, and in-
creased processing capacity in order to create and transmit ti terniediate files. The
mainframe's storage and processing capacity is often the most aft, L.

Organizations without data naming and structuring conventions have special problems.
Some departments may have data naming conventions that are different from those con-
ventions used by other departments and/or a centra! data administration group. When
microcomputers are brought into such an environment, it n ay be preferable for depart-
ments to maintain their existing conventions and when exchanging information, perform
the required translations as they are accustomed. On the other hand, the introduction of
microcomputers may facilitate the adoption of organization-wide data naming and orga-
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nIzation conventions because of the extra measure of automation that results from using
microcomputers. Each organization must decide this based on its own circumstances.

2.2 Sharing

Planning for the distribution of this information can be as important as planning for
the generation of the information. It can often happen that one group will spend resources
producing data which another group already he 3. In order to prevent this from happening,
it is necessary to insure that all within an organization are aware of what information is
produced and that all have access to the information they need. The use of data naming
and organization conventions, supported by automated methods such as data dictionaries,
and the dissemivation of these conventions, can keep all informed of the existence of data.
Users need to have easy access to the inkormation.

This access is normally provided either by communication links or by media exchange,
e.g., by physically transporting a magnetic medium such as a floppy diskette. Data inter-
change between microcomputer and mainframes is usually by communication links, while
data interchange between microcomputers is often by either method.

The regular exchange of data, by whatever means, can be said to form a communications
channel between two systems. The aggregate of these communications channels and the
connected systems form a network. The topology of the network and magnitude of the
information flows through the network will not remain constant for long periods of time. An
organization should implement data exchange procedures among its groups in such a way
as to allow for orderly change in the patterns of communications within the organization.

2.3 Collection

The departments of an organization can use microcomputers to collect information
solely or the departh.ait's use or information for other groups in the organization. In
most cases, ',he information collected should cr,uform Lc the organization's data naming
and data organization conventions.

A common data collection implementation is use of the microcomputer as a stand-alone
data entry system. Data validation can be performed on both the microcomputer and/or
the mainframe. As the data elements of a new record are entered into the microcomputer,
validation criteria based on the relationship of new data elements to each other can easily
be verified on the microcomputer. Validation criteria based on the relationships of new
data elements to data elements already a part of central databases can also be verified
on the microcomputer. This may be accomplished in two ways. The microcomputer may
immediately and automatically access a central database to obtain the data necessary for
validation in the same manner that an interactive terminal would. This approach requires
a fast communications link and sophisticated software. Where these are not available, data
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from the central databases needed for validation of new transactions can be downloaded
to the microcomputer.

Very often, only partial validation of new transactions can take place on the micro-
computer as the transactions are being entered. The common approach when using a
microcomuter for data entry is as follows: An operator keys data into the microcomputer
during the day, and at the end of the day, the data collected is transmitted to the main-
frame for processing, final validation, and archival ^torage. On the following morning,
data which will be used to partially validate the transactions entered during the day, is
downloaded to the microcomputer from the mainframe.

When using this type of data collection method, care should be taken to insure that
transaction validation is timely, and that the bandwidth of the upload and download oper-
ations is large enough so that these operations do not interfere with the transaction entry
process. Failure to perform a data transmission on any given day because of unforeseen
circumstances, should not cause the validation process on the microcomputer to fail.

A special case of microcomputer-based information collection is the collection of sci-
entific or engineering data. Microcomputers are often an integral part of scientific in-
strumentation, which automatically accumulates data obtained from observing physical
phenomena. Such scientific instrumentation can generate large volumes of date in a short
period of time. Moreover, these data are usually represented in binary floating point for-
mats. The floating point format on the microcomputer may be different from the floating
point format of the mainframe. The communication procedure between the microcom-
puter and the mainframe may not support the transmission of binary data. Additionall J,
floating point formats may not be supported by the database management system. Both
the volume of data and the processing which may be required to convert number rep-
resentations, can place tremendous demands on the microcomputer, the mainframe, the
communications procedures, and the database management systems.

2.4 Security
The concept of information security refers to the security of not only the data, but

also to the hardware and software which generate and process the data. An application is
the collection of the clz..ta associated with the application, and the hardware and software
procedures which operate on the data. Thus, it is possible to speak of information security
in terms of an application's security. There are three aspects to information security:
confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

2.4.1 Confidentiality
This concept refers to the protection of inforrration from unauthorized disclosure. Dis-

tributing programs and data throughout an organization by implementing applications on
microcomputers increases the chance tha,i, information confidentiality could be compro-
mised.

9
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The situation is considerably different in the mainframe environment. Mainframes
usually have software which limits access to data and programs, and audits all accesses
made. Mainframes are usually made secure by limiting physical access to the hardware
and the storage media, and by the presence of an operations staff. The storage media used
by mainframes, such as tape reels and disk packs, are bulky and not easily concealed.

Microcomputers usually do not have hardware or software which limits access to data
and programs. While a microcomputer system can be kept in a locked room or fastened
to a non-portable object, a microcomputer is small and lb usually left unattended during
non-business hours. Also floppy diskettes are very portable and easily concealed.

The following methods can be used to protect confidential information;

File Protection
Protecting the information on the floppy diskette then becomes a matter of pro-

tecting the diskettes themselves. Plovidilig protection for floppy diskettes is very
similar to protecting paper files.

Protecting information on those microcomputers which have hard discs is more
complicated. While microcomputers are often single user systems, it is not uncom-
mon for the same microcomputer system to be used by several different people at
different times. When using microcomputer with only floppy disks, individuals can
bring their programs and data on floppy diskettes to the system, and when finished,
the floppy diskettes can be removed. While it is possible to do this with hard disk
based microcomputers, it is more efficient to leave programs and data on the hard
disk. However, hard disk based microcomputer may not have file protection mecha-
nisms for the hard disc.

Login

Some single user and most multi-user microcomputcl. systems support a user login
procedure, similar to those on a mainframe. Those that do support user login, most
often support file protection schemes.

Call Back

Most microcomputer systems, even single user systems, can support remote in-
teractive access through a telephone connection. Many organizations support micro-
computer bulletin board or videotex systems which can be accessed remotely.

A call back procedure is a login procedure whi li attempts to verify the identity of
the user seeking access. The procedure goes as follows. The user establishes a com-
munications link to the system, and identifies himself. The system verifies the user's
identity by breaking the communications link and establishing a new communications
link to the location where the system knows the user should be.

10
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Encryption

The protection provided by hardware/software mechanisms, like those described
above, may be defeated if physical access to the system is permitted. On a main-
frame, the modification of system hardware and software is difficult because the
architecLures of mainframes are complex and very often unique to a specific pro-
doter. Modifications to mainframe hardware or software can only be accomplished
by a highly trained individual.

Microcomputer systems have much simpler architectures, commonly consisting
of several standard components. Many microcomputer use's know how to change a
board or install system software. Thus, microcomputers can present an easy target
for anyone to defeat protection mechanisms such as those described above.

Encryption of the information on a floppy or hard disk is a means of protecting
the confidentiality of information on a microcomputer without having to provide
physical access protection for the system. There are several commercial products
which permit data to be encrypted for storage and/or for communications.

2.4.2 Integrity
Information integrity results when the improper modificatiol or destruction of informa-

tion is prevented i.e., data quality is maintainel. To protect information from destruction,
archiving procedures are almost always used on mainframes Ind are usually performed
au'Lamatically by the operations staff. The user need not request the service and may not
even be aware that archiving is performed on a regular basis. With microcomputers, since
the user is normally the operations staff and software for archiving is limited, the user
must be responsible for the archiving of information residing on the microcomputer.

Archiving procedures prevent data from being destroyed. Techniques, similar to those
used to insure c mfidentiality, can be applied to protecting the integrity of information from
improper modification, regardless of whether the information resides on the mainframe or
on the microcomputer.

Additional techniques, used to maintain data quality on the mainframe, include the
batching of input transactions, and the creation of read-only files which contain subsets of
databases. The read-only database subsets are called views of a database. These views are
transmitted upon demand to microcomputers which need access As new data is generated
on remote systems, it is transmitted to the mainframe, where it is batched into temporary
files. The transactions remain in these temporary files until the new data is fully validated
and can be used to update the organization's database. Since the view is a read-only file,
and incoming dat-i is validated before the database is updated, the integrity of the database
can be protected from unauthorized or accidental modification. The disadvantage of using
views is that, at any given time, th: view may not represent of current state of a database.

Views of aatabases can help maintain the integrity of databases on the mainframe.
However, the integrity of the information on the microcomputer, consisting of new data
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and data downloaded from the mainframe is likely to be more susceptible to improper
modification. Bad data on the microcomputer can lead to input transactions being lost
because they fail validation on the micocomputer and/or the mainframe, and to false
conclusions when used as input to analysis.

2.4.", Availability
A key dimension of information security is assuring information availability to autho-

rized individuals and applications. Application availibility requires that an application's
data be accurate, the programs be the current versions, and the hardware be properly
configured to rur the programs Application availability implies that not only should
data, software, and hardware be in place and properly configured, but also be accessible.
Very often, planning for security concentrates so much on preventing improper access that
proper access is frustrated and in some cases, incorrectly denied.
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Chapter 3

User Issues

Organizations are entering an age in which every member of the organization may
become a computer user. This trend started as mainframes and minicomputers began
to be accessed interactively. But, because mainframes are so costly, interactive access has
been available to only a limited number of users. On the other hand, microcomputers have
greatly expanded both the quality and quantity of interactive computer usage. The low
cost of the microcomputer systs,m and the high quality of a microcomputer's interactive
software, has attracted many new users who were never able to use computers before,
either because of the mainframe's limited capacity or its difficulty of use. Organizations,
through their use of microcomputers, face an influx of new computer users.

Computer literacy has increased greatly during the last few years. However, for many
in an organization, the poorly planned introduction of microcomputers into the working
environment can cause both acute and chronic future shock. An organization shoulu take
advantage of the interest in microcomputers by some users, but should take care with those
who may feel threatened.

Although some users may be slow in embracing microcomputer technology, an organiza-
tion should find that their users quickly learn the new capabilities. In fact, the organization
should find that most users rapidly become sophisticated in their use of microcomputers.
This increasing sophistication typically leads to greater expectations. Greater expectations
may increase the demand for applications to be implemented on microcomputers.

Most organizations who already use computers have a large backlog of applications
waiting to be implemented. Most of the application backlog is caused by a shortage of the
people needed to implement the applications. On the one hand, there is the increasing
computer literacy of users, who can reduce the application backlog by implementing appli-
cations. On the other hand, increasing computer literacy ire,- -s demand for applications
which adds to the application backlog. It is not clear that the use of microcomputers and
the influx of new users will help an organization reduce its application backlog in the long
run.

Nevertheless, it is clear that most organizations f rid it necessary to provide increasing
support for the growing number of users. The nature of the support and the organization
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of user support is discussed more fully in a separate chapter.
A microcomputer can be used almost anywhere. In particular, microcomputer users

need not be in their offices to use a system, but can be at home. Many organizations
keep a supply of portable microcomputer systems which a user can take home. The
practice of computer users working at home began with the interactive use of mainframes.
Accessing a mainframe from a user's home requires a terminal, a modem, and a telephone
line. A microcomputer can be used in a user's home on a standalone basis. Although a
communications link may be desirable for microcomputer users at home, it is not necessary.
Work produced at hone on the microcomputer can be hand-carried to he office. While
microcomputer technology permits a user to work at home, there are many factors, such
as, the nature of the application, the attitude of the user, and organizaional rules which
must be considered before this practice is adopted.

The use of an organization's microcomputer systems for purposes other than work
authorized by the organization is a user issue regardless of where the user is located. With
mainframes, accounting logs and audit trails can be used to determine who is using a
system and for what purpose. With microcomputers, applications may be carried to the
systems and removed with little capability of detecting how the system was used. It is
not uncommon for many microcomputer systems to be idle during regular business hours
and thus, be available for private or recreational uses. An organization can often deal
with this problem in the same manner that it protects its other office equipment, such as,
typewriters and copiers, from private use.

Providing users with microcomputer systems usually means much more than simply
providing hardware and software. To successfully introduce rnicc.computers into a work-
place, planning must incluck, the physical design of the work area. Adequate space, light,
ventilation, heating and air conditioning must be supplied. SEveral microcomputers in a
room can impact the ventilation, air conditioning, and noise level of the room. Electri-
cal outlets and/or electrical capacity may need to be increased. Furniture should provide
enough workspace for both the microcomputer and the user. Additional space is needed
for the storage of supplies, such as, diskettes, printer paper. and ribbons. If mic; ocomput-
ers are to communicate, the installation of network cables and/or tetephone lines may be
required.

3.1 Basic User Skills
A microcomputer user needs a more thorough understanding of the system than the

typical mainframe user. Beyond knowing how to submit batch jobs to an operator or
how to turn a terminal on and off, the mainframe user usuall; needs to know little else
concerning the care and operation of the system. Services, such as, file backups, booting
system software, installing software packages, and connecting peripherals, are provided
by the operations staff of the computer center. In many cases, the microcomputer user
performs these functions. Among the things that all microcomputer users need to know
are:
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System startup and shutdown

Unlike mainframes, most microcomputers are not left on all the time. The user
must know how to start the system and how to shut it down. This may include
following an ordered sequence of steps to: apply or remove power to the main chassis
and peripherals, insert or remove storage media, and/or enter commands to start or
stop the software system. While many microcomputers ca be started or stopped by
toggling a power switch like a terminal, many cannot.

Media handling and storage

Microcomputer users must know how to grasp storage media, insert and remove
storage media from a peripheral, and how to store the media so as not to damage
the information contained on the media.

Care of microcomputer hardware

Microcomputer users must understand how to take proper care of the system
hardware. This includes such things as maintaining adequate open space around
cooling fans to prevent overheating, insuring that persons or objects do not get
caught in the cabling, preventing hard disks from being jarred, and protecting the
phosphorus of displays from burn-in by either dimming or turning off the display
when not in use.

Some users may also need to know such things as:

System and information security procedures

When many users access a single microcomputer which has few integrity protec-
tion mechanisms, such as file protection, it is necessary fr)r the users to understand
the procedures to be followed in order not to destroy the data and programs cf otter
users, or compromise data confidentiality. When a user is finished using a system,
he should know how to leave the hardware and software configured so that the next
user is confronted by a known configuration. A user should also know how to archive
data and programs.

Installation and maintenance procedures

Many microcomputer users may perform hardware and/or software installation
and maintenance. When installing or updating software packages, users should know
how to apply proper backup procedures in the event of catastrophic failure during
the software installation or update. Software maintenance also includes configur-
ing software according to the hardware configuration and maintaining adequate free
space on mass storage in order for some software packages to function. Installing
new hardware components or modifying the hardware configuration is a common
practice among microcomputer users. Such itsers should know the basic procedures
which apply to all hardware modifications, such as, removing power when inserting
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or removing boards or chips, and orienting the boards, chips, c: cables correctly
when they are inserted into their receptacles.

3.2 Classification of Users
Users can be grouped into three broad categories.

ADP professionals

ADP professionals are those users whose major job function is to implement
systems or applications on computer systems. They may or may not have formal
education in information systems, computer science, or computer engineering.

End users who program

This category consists of experienced ..nd sophisticated end users. Their major
job function and formal education is in an application area, such as finance, ac-
counting, or a physical science. They may have some formal training in computer
technology. Although not necessarily their major job function, these end users im-
plement applications software in the area of their expertise.

End users who operate

This category of user i3 mad up of end users who have less experience in the use
of computers. The major job function of end users who operate is in an applications
area. These users do not implement applications on microcomputers; but rather,
uses the computer implementations of others in the performance of their job.

Because of the varying needs of the different types of users, an organization should try
to tailor the microcomputer systems to the specific requirements of a user. Menu driven
systems, which often prevent the user from accessing the more general capabilities of a
system, are typically the choice for end 1 sers who operate. On the other haLd, menu
driven systems which limit access usually cannot meet the needs of a more experienced
user. The practice of customizing the microcomputer system to a user usually becomes
an ongoing activity since it often happens that a user moves from one category of user to
another.

3.3 Application Development
The concept of application development is taking on new meaning with the availabil-

ity of both microcomputers and powerful software packages. Applications are no longer
developed solely by ADP professionals using algorithmic language based development tech-
niques. The creation and validation of a financial model using a spreadsheet has all of the
elements of traditionai application development.
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The all-inclusive term software package refers to both turnkey packages (i.e., packages
which users simply operate) and software packages, such as spreadsheets and c; atabase
management systems, which are tools to support high productivity application develop-
ment. This section addresses the broader concept of application 'evelopm 'nt by both ADP
professionals and end users, and their use of software packages to support application de-
velopment.

Because of the high cost of application development, it is always better to minimize ap-
plication development activities. Assuming the require:nents of an application are met, it
is preferaole to use a turnkey package in an application rather than develop anew. Should
some application development be necessary, it is preferable to use use high productivity
application development tools rather than algorithmic languages. Because of the large
market for software packages created by the popularity of microcomputers, the number
and variety of software packages is greatzff than ever before. Consequently, a large num-
ber of applications may be implemented on microcomputers with little or no application
development.

However, the use of microcomputers can increase the total amount of application de-
velopment activity within an organization. Moreover, the manner in which applications
are developed can be significantly different from the manner in which applications are
developed in a mainframe environment. There are several factors which can cause this
phenomenom.

Increased capacity of computing resources

Microcomputers are a low cost means of increasing the overall capacity of the
computing resources in an organization. In a mainframe environment, computing
capacity is very often strained by the needs of the production workload with very
little left over for application development. On the other hand, a microcomputer can
have more idle CPU capacity than used CPU capacity. The computing capacity for
application development using sophisticated application d-velopment techniques can
be made available with microcomputers.

Increased capabilities of application development tools

Because of increase in the overall computing capacity of computing resources
afforded by microcomputers, the capabilities of the available application develop-
ment tools has increased. Advanced application development tools such as syntax
directed editors, interactive debuggers with graphics displays of the line-by-line and
procedure call activity of a running program, multi-window interactive development
en'ironments, and fourth generation languages are becoming commonplace. These
application development tools facilitate the development of applications in a shorter
period of time. 2he resultant applications are more complex, of higher quality, and
more reliable.
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Increased sophistication of end users

The easy access to the increased capacity provided by microcomputers, along
with the enthu:lasm of end users for microcomputers, can cause naive users to be-
come sophisticated users in a brief period of time. End users may begin to create
and implement their own applications. The growth in end user sophistication is an
ongoing process.

3.3.1 Changing Nature of Development Activity
The factors mentioned above can increase the application development activity in an

organization. Application development is no longer concentrated within traditional ap-
plication development groups. Ail aspects of application development and maintenance,
such as, the managers, the developers, and the computing resources used, tend to become
distributed administratively and physically throughout an organization. This distribution
of application development activities happens not only with the aggregate of all applica-
tion development activities in an organization, but car also happen with an individual
application development project.

Application development may be distributed across computer systems. In the tradi-
tional software development environment, several programmers coded and debugged new
applications on a mainframe. The microcomputer permits another approach to applica-
tion development. By using standard languages, portable programs can be developed on
microcomputers. Each programmer produces his portion of the project on a microcom-
puter with the final integration and testing of the application on the mainframe. Some
mainframe applications may be small enough to be developed and tested entirely on a
microcomputer.

While some applications run exclusively on a mainframe, most applications run partly
on the mainframe and partly on the microcomputer. Consequently, a significant aspect of
most applications is the implementation of micro-mainframe communications tailored to
the needs of the application.

In addition to the distribution of computing resources used for application development,
the responsibilities for the implementation of the various phases of the application life
cycle is often distributed among several groups in an organization. The central application
development group continues to be the focus of most development activities. However,
many user departments are forming development groups made up of bcth professional
programmers and us !r programmers. These user Jepartment groups often participate in
the development of large projects.

For example, requirements analysis may be done by the user department who wIll use
the application. Design, coding, and testing for those portions of the application to run
on the mainframe may be done by an applications development group. At the same time,
the design, coding, and testing of those portions to run on microcomputers may be done
by the user department. Maint-mance may be done in the computer center.

In the example, both the managers and the implementors of the project were distributed
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among several groups. It is very often the case that the programming languages and tools
used in the development of an application differ among the groups involved in the devel-
opment. For example, the application development group may use high level algorithmic
languages such as FORTRAN and COBOL to implement their parts of the application
on the mainframe. On the other hand, the user-5 .nay use fourth generation languages
to implement their parts on the microcomputers. Users who program tend to use such
high r..zoductivity tools as fourth generation languages, program generators, and database
query languages. With an increasing use of microcomputers, there is usually an increasing
demand on the part of users for such high productivity application development tools.

Because of the more distributed nature of application development activities, there is a
greater need for communication, coordination, and cooperation between the various groups
and individuals doing development. There is a greater need on the part of mangagement
to be aware of this distribution of development activities and responsibilities. The central
application development group is no longer the sole source for all development resources.

3.3.2 Potential Problems
The increase iil application development activit especially on the Dart of end users

and the changing nature of application development can cause several problems.

Lack of standardization of high productivity tools

In the traditional application development environment, it is good practice to
evaluate the transportablility requirements of an application during the applical ion's
requirements specification. Standard algorithmic languages are often used to meet
the requirement that an application be transported between mainframes of different
producers. The technology of high productivity tools has yet to mature to the point
where a significant level of standardization can be achieved. Consequently, it may
be very difficult to transport those applications implemented using high productivity
techniques between computer systems.

High productivity techniques require more computer resources

As the users' demand for high productivity applications development tools in-
creases, the need for additional computer capacity required by these tools increases.
High productivity tools produce heavy demands on CPU and disk resources. More-
over, many tools require high resolution graphics displays, both black-and-white and
color. Such graphics displays can also drain communications capacity.

Distribution and maintenance of end user software

End users often prGduce software solely to enhance their own productivity and
are not responsible for either the distribution or maintenance of tly- software. These
end user applications are often useful to many groups in an organization. Such user it
software should Lc> documented, maintained, and included in a software inventory
for distribution.
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Despite the changing nature of application development, the changing roles of the users
who develop the applications, and the changing technology on which and with which the
applications are built, the basic nature of the application development life cycle and the
principles of information management seem to remain the same. It is therefore necessary
for an organization to apply these principles to the resources at their disposal.
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Chapter 4

Management /Support Groups
,

Throughout the discussions of the issues related to the impact of microcomputers on
organizations, there are the common themes of more and different. As microcomputers
become a significant part of the information resources, there is more information, a larger

user community, and more technology to be managed and supported. The organization
that has experience Nith computer-based information systems should discover teat the
information kept on microcomputers, the microcomputer users. and microcomputer tech-
nology have characteristics different from the characteristics of the information, users, and
technology associated with mainframes or minicomputers.

4.1 Organizational Structure
An organization may respond to this situation by modifying its management services

and support structures. There are two basic ways of accomplishing this; modify existing
structures or create new ones. Traditional mainframe management policy and support
structures can be described as consisting of four functional groups:

The Information Resource Management Group

This group is usually located at the highest level of the organization's manage-
ment and is responsible for the overall coordination of information resources through-
out the organization.

The Computer Center

The Computer Center(s) may be located anywhere within the hierarchy of an
organization and is responsible for the operation of large computer systems. It is
usually made up of several subgroups, such 9s, computer operatics, systems pro-
gramming, and user services.
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The Application Development Group

These groups may also be located anywhere within the hierarchy of an organiza-
tion and are responsible for developing and maintaining the applications specific to
an organization.

The Information Center

This group is typically located at a high level of management and is responsible
for providing services directly to end users. While some of the services may be similar
to those pros red by the user services group, the services of the Information Center
are greatly expanded and may be tailored to end users' application areas.

The advantage of integrating microcomputer management/support services into exist-
ing structures is that there is usually much ADP experience and much knowledge of the
ADP problems of the organization concentrated within existing structures. This expe:ience
is a valuable resource when microcomputers are brought into an organization.

However, many existing support/policy structures are already overwhelmed with re-
sponsibility and may not be either able or inclined to undertake the effort required to
apply microcomputer technology. This may be particularly true for the Computer Center
and Application Development Groups since they are usually responsible for specific hard-
ware and software systems. On the other hand, the Information Resource Management
Group and the Information Center may deal with an organization's information and ap-
plications on a more conceptual level, and may be better able to provide the additional
management/support services for microcomputer systems and their users.

For many organizations, the creation of new management/support groups happened
virtually spontaneously. Because of the low cost of microcomputer systems, departments
and operational units within an organization were able to use microcomputers without
the approval or notice of upper management. As the number of systems increased, intra-
departmental and inter-depart-n:111a] user groups were formed. When these microcom-
puter activities became known to upper management, not only were the systems in place,

but also the nucleus of new management/support groups were in operation. For exam-
ple, the creation of local support personnel or user coordinators evolved from the pool of

users who gained microcomputer expertise. These individuals provide support to their
organizations and act b liasons to other support groups.

Additional management/support services are required if an organization is to benefit
from the use of microcomputer technology. How these services are fit into the struc-
ture of an organization seems less important than inclusion of provisions for additional
management/support services in the overall plan for integrating microcomputers into the
information resources of an organization.

4.2 Management/Support Services
There are many management/support services which can be provided. Most organiza-
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tions are already providing such services in some form. The management/ support services
listed are grouped into three general classes: those services which promote information
management; those services which promote the users' efficient use of information technol-
ogy, and those services which promote the effective management of the technology.

4.2.1 For the Information
These management /support services focus on the information, i.e., the data and pro-

cedures, which an organization uses to conduct its business.

4 Naming and organization conventions

For most organizations, it is necessary to develop and maintain information
naming and organization conventions. Such conventions help minimize data re-
dundancy. Conventions are necessary for the viability of most other information
management/support services.

Library services

With the use of microcomputers comes a large increase in the production of data
and software by end users. A library of existing data and procedures helps to prevent
the duplication of efforts, i.e., the regeneration of existing data or the redevelopment
of existing programs.

Security

One of the most important management/support services is the development and
maintenance of practices which insure the confidentiality of information where re-
quired and minimizes the loss of information from deliberate and accidental causes.
A, important aspect of assuring integrity is to insure that information, which be-
comes distributed throughout an organization, is both consistent and accurate.

Collection and retention

One of the problems which can result from the widespread use of microcomputers
is a large increase in the volume of information. Good information management
requires that there should be a reason for the collection of new information. In
addition, procedures may be needed to identify information lifetimes and insure that
information which has exceeded its lifetime is not retained.

Critical data custodianship

An organization may find it necessary to centralize the custodianship of data
which the organization considers critical to its functioning. In particular, the input
and modification of critical data may need to be entrusted to individual groups.
Particular segments of this information can be made accessible, with restrictions
(e.g., read-only), for other groups in the organization.
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4.2.2 For the Users
Management/support services which focus on users include the following:

Education

Perhaps the most important service to the user is training. This may consist
of organized classes and/or on-the-job training. Many organizations set up a mi-
crocomputer demonstration facility in which individuals can come for a '-_:nds-on
introduction to microcomputer technology.

System selection

This service helps insure that the end user chooses the system which will meet his
needs. This process includes help in defining requirements, selecting the applications
software, and selecting and configuring the hardware. Th user can be made aware of
the current marketplace situation, and of standards beyond those adopted in-house
which may affect his application.

Application development

Application development services can range from informal consultation to the tra-
ditional application ievelopment activity. i.e., a complete implementation of a user's
application. With microcomputers, application development includes such things
as custom ROMs, intelligent interfaces, and procedures written in the specialized
languages associated with application package:

User Group support

Microcomputer users are often enthusiastic about their systems. In most cases,
use groups are a means whereby microcomputer users may provide man, support
services to each other in a friendly atmosphere. By permitting and supporting mi-
crocomputer user groups, an organization may reduce the cost of providing some
direct support services since the user group provides them.

Hotline assistance

One of the most valuable services for a user is to bt, to have immediate access to a
knowledgeable person when a problem arises. Such immediate access can be provided
by a telephone hotline. A user who has quick access to someone who can help is less
likely to damage the microcomputer system and/or the information contained on the
system.

4.2.3 For the Technology
Services which help manage and support the microcomputer system components include

the following:
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In-house standards development

The development of in-house standards is an important aspect of the management
of microcomputers. In order to provide this service it is necessary to be aware of
both the application requirements of an organization and the defacto standards of
the marketplace.

Product evaluation

Exhaustive product evaluation can be an important support service. A determi-
nation can be made of the effectiveness of a microcomputer system hardware and/or
software component across a wide range of applications. Future directions in the
microcomputer marketplace and technology can be monitored.

Installation and maintenance

Support groups ma:, perform installation and maintenance of systems, or monitor
the performance of these services by contractors and computer stores.

Acquisition

Discounts can be obtained on microcomputer system components purchased in
volume. A storeroom of microcomputer components can be maintained.

4.3 Acquisition
The amount of money spent on microcomputer systems continues to increase. To max-

imize the benefits and minimize the cost of acquiring these systems, it becomes necessary
to have an acquisitions plan in place. The implementation of such a plan would enable an
organization to:

take advantage of the economies of quantity purchasing

plan and develop appropriate support structures

insure compatibility with existing systems and applications

maintain consistency with current policies and strategic goals

There is no single, best way to acquire a microcomputer system. An organization's
needs and style of management are key factors in the determination of an optimum acqui-
sition strategy. Each organization should examine the role and responsibilities of the end
user, functional manager, systems staff, and organization's information resource manage-
ment group with respect to the acquisition policy development and process.
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4.3.1 Procurement Roles and Responsibilities
Traditionally, the acquisition of a computer system is performed by a central computer

systems staff. Due to the low cost of single microcomputer systems and their widespread
use, this approac:..o acquisition is no longer the only choice. End user computing has made
it feasible and often desirable for the end user to define his requirements and actively par-
ticipate in the procurement activity. The roles and responsibilities within an organization
can be assigned to either a central group or distributed throughout the organization.

For example, using technical assessments provided by the systems support staff,
the end user identifies the microcomputer system to be acquired and prepares
a justification. The functional manager reviews the request with respect to
current budget and programmatic activities. Higher level management coor-
dinates and consolidates all microcomputer requests and ensures consistency
with organizational policies. Finally, the procuring activity arranges volume
discounts wherever possible and negotiates the purchase.

Organizations should be careful to r,ssure that assigned responsibilities are clearly des-
ignated and adequately address government or organizational acquisition policies, budget
and programmatic priorities, compatibility with existing systems, microcomputer technical
aspects, and the user application/problem.

4.3.2 Justification

A request for a microcomputer system or product may be accompanied by a justifi-
cation statement. The amount of documentation required for the justification can vary.
Often the criteria for determining this level of justification is based on system type, cost,
or application. System type refers to the specification of a particular model or version
of hardware and/or software. A minimum justification could be required for any product
chosen from a pre-established standard set of microcomputer products, where7s detailed
justifications and waivers could be required for any request not compliant with the stan-
dards. System cost refers to the purchase price of the microcomputer system or products.
The level of justification usually depends on the cost amount of the system; the greater the
cost, the more detail the justification. System application is the way in which the micro-
computer system will be used. If a microcomputer will be used as a general producti' Ay
tool, only a brief justification statement may be needed. Microcomputers that, are to be
an integrated part of a larger system would require an in-depth justification describing the
relationship and impact of the microcomputer with the larger system. (Table 1 outlines
these criteria and levels).

Justification ,,rocedures can be prescribed in the acquisition policy and can include not
only the amount of documentation required, but the type of documentation. Justification
statements may:
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clearly specify the proposed microcomputer product, indicating how it will be used,
the benefits provided by its use, and the features required to satisfy application
requirements (e.g., specific technical capabilities, minimum configurations, or com-
patibility with existing products)

provide evidence of the proposed product's technical feasibility, soundness, and time-
liness of implementation

identify and explain why alternative products are not appropriate

describe any planned telecommunication interfaces and/or integration with other
systems. Indicate required compatibilities, speciai needs, and expected impact to
the other systems

describe possibilities for future expansion or upgrade capability wit -espect to
prospective activities and/or the rapidly changing microcomputer technology

state costs and where applicable, include life cycle costs such as development, instal-
lat:on, training, and maintenance. If possible include comparative costs of alternative
products and/or producers.
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Minimum
Justification

Detailed
Justification

System Type if in-house
"standard"

if not in-house
"standard"

System Cost
if below
$ threshold

if above
$ threshold

System
Application

if general
productivity
tool

if integrated
into larger
system

SUMMARY OF JUSTIFICATION LEVELS

Table 1
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Chapter 5

Technology Issues

5.1 In-house Standards
As part of the planning process, an organization should consider carefully the adoption

of in-house standards for microcomputers. Recall the comparisons of the management
structure for mainframes as opposed to microc,,mputers. Similar comparisons apply to
in-house standards.

Just as management style is dictated by an organization's use of a mainframe, many
in-house standards are also determined by the use of a mainfiame. A particular large
mainframe may dictate the nature of communications, the operating system, the terminals,
the programming languages, the application programs. etc. that all will use. In some cases,
these standards were never planned.

In the case of microcomputers, in-house standards can be chosen based on the needs
of the organization and consistent with widely accepted standards. On the other hand, an
organization may choose to have no in-house standards.

The method of choosing standards is similar to choosing a single computer system.
With a single system, the process consists of determining the application iequirem?nts
and then selecting the software and hardware which can meet those requirements. When
shoos: ;n-house standards, Ile organization must first determine its requirements, and
then cho se a set of standards which can fully satisfy those requirements. Since it is usually
impossible to satisfy all requirements with one set of standards, it is not unusual for an
organization to have several systems which do not conform to all of she standards.

An important consideration in choosing in-house standards is their conformance to
standards established by accepted standards making groups, such as, ANSI, IEEE, and
ISO. In the Federal Government, FIPS standards and guidelines have been issued for ADP
equipment including microcomputers. When-ver possible, these standards should be used
as in-house standards. However, because microcomputer technology has only recently
emerged and is continuing to change rapidly, there are many aspects of microcomputer
technology which are not addressed in formal standards.

In tl'e absence of established national standards, an organization should give serious
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consideration to choosing in-house standards which conform to defacto standards (i.e.,
standards determined by their widespread support by many users and producers). How-
ever, it should be realized that defacto tandards are determined in the marketplace. They
can be less precisely specified and more short-lived than national standards developed by a
well established process of insuring consexthus on a well defined specification among many
users and producers.

The in-house standards chosen should be specified precisely enough so that the re-
quirement that is to be met by the standard will be realized. For example, if an operating
system is chosen as a standard in order to facilitate the development of communications
software to link all of the systems together, then it may be necessary to specify the version
of the operating system as part of the standard in order to realize the requirement of
compatible comniunications software.

The set of standards which can be adopted by an organization can take many forms.
For example, an organization may choose to adopt only a set of communications standards.
Their requirements are such that it does not matter what microcomputer system is chosen
for an application as long as it is able to communicate with the other systems. On the other
hand, an organization's requirement may only be met by completely specifying applications
software, operating system, and hardware. In-house standards will only be successful if
consistent with the needs of the organization.

Not only can an organization determine how extensive their standards for microcomput-
ers should be, but it may also choose to have no in-house standards at all. An organization
may decide that it needs to gain more experience with microcomputers before it is able to
Jetermine its requirements and in-house standards.

The hasty adoption of standards before experience is gained and proper planning is
performed may frustrate the learning process and eliminate many potential applications
for microcomputers. For example, a specific single-user operating system Is adopted as the
standard operating system for all microcomputer systems A group in the organization
has a requirement for electronic mail between the individuals locates in several adjacent
offices. No microcomputer system using the single-user operating system is able to meet
this requirement. Thus the electronic mail application is deemed inappropriate for micro-
computers. However, there are several microcomputer systems available which can meet
this requirement if running a multi-user system. Thus, an opportunity for an effective use
of a microcomputer has been missed.

The situation in the example might have occurred even after reasonable planning ac-
tivity had taken place. The selection of a single-user operating system as a standard for all
microcomputer systems would have covered most applications suitable for microcomputers
a year ago. However, as a result of the ever decreasing cost of microcomputer hardware,
multi-user systems are becoming more widely available and the number of applications
suitable for multi-user microcomputers is increasing.

Because the microcomputer marketplace changes so rapidly, the planning and standards
making process must be ongoing. This is in sharp contrast to the planning activities of
some organization with respect to mainframes. During a mainframe acquisition phase,
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the planning activity is intense, but once the system is in place, the planning activity may
cease as a result of the realization that not much will change during the several year life-
cycle of the rn,-..inframe The cessation of planning and standards making activity for any
information resource is undesirable. When the information resources are microcomputers,
the absence of ongoing planning can have serious consequences.

Our experience has been that microcomputer support and standards making respon-
sibility has been distributed throughout the organization. For example, the mainframe
support group, located at the topmost level of the organization, may determine a com-
munications standard to allow access to the mainframe. Several microcomputer support
groups, each located at a level in the organization responsible for a specific mission, may
determine microcomputer standards appropriate for their departments. It can easily hap-
pen that a microcomputer support group might set a different communications standard
for comm'-nicating between its department's systems, while aiso supporting the ,-,ommu-
nications standard to the mainframe. A department may have nc need to communicate
with other projects in the organization except through the mainframe.

5.1.1 Advantages of In-house Standards
The advantages which can be realized from in-house standards can be grouped into two

broad catagories, namely, central support and compatibility. In-house standards make it
possible for a group, or several groups, which may be at any level in an organization, to
provide services to end users. In-house standards also make it possible for microcomputer
users to share components, programs, and data.

Central Support

There are many services which a microcomppter support group can provide. In-house
standards can be chosen in such a manner as to minimize the cost of supporting the
microcomputer hardware/software systems. In general, the fewer system components, the
less costly the support. On the other hand, the fewer the system components, the narrower
the range of applications which can be implemented. A discussion of the kinds of support
services which can be provided is included in Chapter 4.

Compatibility

Even if central support is not provided at any level in the organization, in-house
standards can achieve any desired level of compatibility between microcomputer systems.
Among the levels of compatibility are:

Media compatibility

Floppy diskettes, hard disk packs, tapes, and tape cartridges are compatible in
that they can be physically exchanged between systems. In addition to having the
same physical dimensions, media compatibility typically implies the same information
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format at the lowest level. For example, two floppy diskettes may have the same
physical dimensions, but may have a different number of cylinders and/or sectors
per cylinder. Media compatibility usually does not imply that the structure of the
data files on the media are the same.

Communications compatibility

Compatibility in communications implies that the systems will be able to transfer
data by means of a communications link such as telephone network or local area
network. Just as with media compatibility, this level of compatibility may only refer
to the reliable movement of bytes. However, communications compatibility may also
imply that information will be structured in a manner suitable for the rezeiving
application or operating system software.

Compatibility of hardware components

This level of compatibility makes system maintenance easier by permitting the
interchangeability of hardware components. With microcomputers, there may be
neither maintenance contracts nor maintenace personnel. Some systems are designed
to permit the end user to perform hardware diagnosis and replacement of defective
components.

File structure compatibility

This refers to the ability to exchange a data file, i.e. data structured in a spe-
cific manner, between microcomputer systems. This level of compatibility normally
requires that two systems have the same operating system software or have utility
programs which will translate one file structure to another.

Application package compatibility

This compatibility level permits data to be exchanged between applications pack-
ages. For example, file structure compatibility may guarantee that a text file can
be moved between two systems, but the text may be in the wrong form when a dif-
ferent word processor is invoked. Many applications packages can produce standard
formats for exchanging data between itself and other applications packages.

System compatibility

Because microcomputers have rel. tively simple system hardware and software
architectures compared to mainframes, it is easy for one producer to produce a clone
of another producer's system. If X is a microcomputer system which is selling well,
then it is common to find microcomputer systems in the marketplace which are X
compatible or X-equivalent. The system compatibility level means that one hardware
system is identical to another e'cn though the two systems are from different produc-
ers. Diskettes containing operating systems software and/or applications packages
may be exchanged between compatible systems and the software runs properly. Even
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hardware boards may be exchanged between compatible systems. Although system
compatibility is theoretically possible, it is most often the case that an X-compatible
system is different in some way from X.

When setting an in - house standard to achieve compatibility, first determine the level of
compatibility to be achieved by the standard. Then specify the standard precisely enough
that the required compatibility is realized. For example, standardizing on 5 1 /4 inch floppy
diskettes permits compatibility at the media level. However, it may be necessary to specify
5 1/4 inch soft-sectored floppy diskettes since, although the diskette may be inserted into
the drive, the extra holes in a hard-sectored diskette may prevent the drive from being
able to access the media.

One approach to setting an in-house standard for the system level might be to specify
that. a microcomputer system be compatible tc a system which is a standard in the market-
place. Since the system compatibility level implies many other levels of compatibility, the
specification of the standard is simplified. However, the validation of compatibility at the
system level is complicated because true system compatibility is rare. When validating at
the system level, it is useful to assemble a collection of diagnostics, operating systems soft-
ware, applications packages, and hardware components to test the degree of compatibility.
Such hardware and software components may include components developed in-house.

Compatibility allows the easy interchange of programs, data, and components. In
addition, with or without a support group, the level of expertise in the user community
will be enhanced if all users arc working with the same equipment. Questions and problems
c be resolved by asking a neighbor. New users will become more proficient more rapidly
in such an environment.

Moreover, end users may pet-foil_ some amount of hardware maintenance, and !earn to
program in the command languages of the applications packages. Programs written in these
languages can be implemented within and distributed throughout the user community.

5.1.2 Disadvantages of In-house Standards
There are several disadvantages to in-house standards for microcomputers:

Rapid Pace of Microcomputer Technology

Today's microcomputers may be well on the way to obsolescence in two years. This
means that the organizational mechanisms for microcomputer planning, support, and stan-
dards must be flexible. In-house standards can frustrate the ability of an organization to
respond to a changing marketplace. Since in-house standards will normally be closely re-
lated to the defacto standards of a changing marketplace, the organization will have to
overcome the inertia of supporting a standard which is no longer relevent, and be able to
devise means for a transition to the new standards. The penalty for failing to make this
transition will be an inventory of obsolr .e equipment which is incompatible with equipment
dominant in the marketplace.
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Inability to Meet All Applications Requirements

A very common occurrence is for an organization to set standards and discover an
application requirement which cannot be met by a system which meets the standard.
For example, a particular word processing package might be chosen as a standard. It is
then discovered that the legal department is unable to use the standard word processing
package because it cannot paginate for legal size paper. Another word processing package
is available which will meet the requirement but is much more expensive, and would be
costly to standardize organization-wide.

Inability to Meet New Application Requirements

This is intimately related to the rapid pace of microcomputer technology. As the tech-
nology becomes cheaper and innovations are made new application requirements begin to
appear. The systems which meet the in-house standards can become increasingly unable
to meet the new requirements. Parallel with changing requirements, the dominant systems
in the marketplace become those systems which can meet the new requirements. Conse-
quently, tl e standards of the marketplace can move away from an organization's in-house
standards. The problems of changing technology, changing marketplace, and changing
app. ation requirements are discussed more fully in another chapter.

In-_ 'ition of Innovation

This is an unfortunate side-effect of all standards, including in-house standards. The
existence of a standard may inhibit the exploration of new approaches because a standard
may be interpreted by end users and support groups as the correct and best way to do
things. Moreover, innovative individuals may not be able to pursue an idea because of
the inherent inertia of a standard. In addition to meeting requirement in terms of
central support or compatibility, a standard should probably not be adopted until it can
be justified as a correct and good solution. Adopting standards without sound technical
justification may lead to inefficient solutions and missed opportunities for better solutions.

5.2 Managing Technological Change
One of the most difficult problems in managing microcomputers is the rapid pace

of the technology. Whereas mainframe or minicomputer producers typically halve the
price/performance ratio of their systems every four years, microcomputer producers halve
the price/performance ration of their systems every two years. All indications are that
this pace in microccmputer technology will continue at least until the end of the century.

One of the effects of this rate of change of the technology is the creation of demand
for more capability in microcomputer systems The net result of this creation of demand
is a rapidly changing perception of what is rev red in a microcomputer system. Thus, to
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speak of the rapid pace of the technology is to speak of rapidly changing microcomputer
system application requirements.

One good example of this phenomenon involves the spreadsheet processor. When the
dominant microcomputer technology changed from Eystens which had a maximum memory
capacity of 64K bytes to systems which had memory capacities of several times that, the
capacity of the spreadsheets increased accordingiy. The newer technology was quickly
embraced and larger memory sizes for spreadsheets quickly became a requirement. To say,
"as long as the system meets the needs, why should it be replaced?," is simply delaying
the inevitable. When newer systems come into widespread use, the requirement for their
capabilities will become very real. Before there were spreadsheet processors, no one ever
had a requirement for one. More pointedly, before there were microcomputers no one had
a requirement for one. Throughout the thirty year history of computing, demand has
always exceeded capacity, and where any excess capacity has appeared, it has beers quickly
utilized.

In some cases, it is possible to anticipate the nature of new demands that will be placed
on microcomputer systems. As microcomputers became widely used, it was clear that there
was a need for methods of transferring data between the microcomputer software packages
of different producers It was also clear that there was a need for methods of transferring
data between microcomputer software packages and mainframe software packages. Well
within the existing technology, the implementation of these capabilities, in the form of
integrated packages on the microcomputer and the integration of software packages on the
microcomputer with software packages on the mainframe through data communications,
came about as a result of demand from the user community.

On the other hand, innovations on the part of those bringing microcomputer products
to the marketplace create a demand for new capabilities which were unanticipated. As
mentioned above, the spreadsheet processor nas become the classic example of an unantic-
ipated technology, which became h requirement in any microcomputer system used in an
administrative/management application. A more recent example of unanticipated tech-
nology is the multi-window integrated environment, which permit users to design their
displays according to the needs of their current interactive activity.

In a microcomputer environment, dependence on a single producer for hardware and/or
software usually does not allow an organization to gain the maximum benefits from the
technology. The maricetplace for both microcomputer hardware and microcomputer soft-
ware is fragmented among many producers, both large and small. In addition, the domi-
nant producers change over time.

When a large corporation enters the marketplace and achieves a certain level of prorni-
nence, it is tempting to accept this prominence as permanent. However, a permanent
prominence the marketplace has not been part of the history of the microcomputer
market? lace. Instead, innovative, small companies become prominent, even dominant,
and iarge corporations, experienced in the technology, continue to enter the marketplace
with potentially innovative products.
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5.2.1 Phasing in Systems Over Time
The methodi of acquiring mainframes may riot apply to acquiring microcomputers.

Acquiring a mainframe involves a large economic commitment made at one time. Micro-
computers can be added to the organization in an incremental manner. To acquire large
numbers of the same microcomputer s ;'stems at one time increases the risk that the total
investment will not be able to meet new requirements. This approach has the advantage
of allowing an organization, which is unfamili'- with the use of microcomputers, to get
a better feel for how the technology fits their appiica.tions. Hoi.,,ever, there is the disad-
vantage that many in the organization will not have then needs me, until the phasing in
procedure reaches their application.

5.2.2 Acquiring Leading Edge Technology
Whenever new microcomputer systems are acquired, it is advantageous to obtain sys-

tems which are representative of the leading edge of technology, rather than the trailing
edge. Since microcomputer systems have approximately a two year life-cycle as the current
technology, it maximizes investment by acquiring systems toward the beginning of their
two v'ar life-cycle. This is not to say that an organization should acquire experimental
systems for operational use. The concept is twofold. Insuring that the systems acquired
have demonstrated, yet innovative effectiveness for the applications in which the systems
will be used, and insuring that the systems acquired are not made obsolete in six months
by the arrival of new products.

One of the difficulties of understanding the microcomputer marketplace is determining
when a product actually exists. Because the market is so highly competitive among many
producers and because the producers strive so hard to establish and iaintain market share,
product announcements can be made many months before shipping and products can be
absent from store shelves several months past announced shipping dates. Producers may
also distribute alpha and beta test versicns of products to almost anyone. A definition of
product existence consistent across producers, such as, its in-stock availability from a local
computer store, should be used to determine what constitutes current technology.

The technique of acquiring on the leading edge fits well with the technique of phasing
in microcomputers over time. The use of both techniques insures that an organization
will have experience with both the systems reaching the end of their useful life, and the
systems just beginning their useful life.

5.2.3 Acquiring Systems from Several Producers
While the technique of acquiring microcomputers on the leading edge of technology

can be applied to a single producer, the best application of the technique is to acquire
from any of those several producers v hose systems make up a significant percentage of
the marketplace. It has never been the case that a single producer has a monopoly on
leading edge of the technology.
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However, it has been characteti.tic of the microcomputer marketplace that no single
producer is able to meet all of the requirements of a large organization. Thus, there are
two advantages to this technique, better coverage of a large organizations' applications,
and better use of the technique of acquiring on the leading edge of technology. In addition,
by investing in several producers' equipment, an organization minimizes its dependence
on a producer who, while being prominent and having innovative, proven products, may
disappear from the marketplace as a result of financial failure.

The disadvantage of this technique is that an organization must support more than
one system. This impacts all aspects of support, and in particular, may require the devel-
opment of procedures to permit communication between dissimilar systems. However, in
some cases, the incompatibilities between systems from several producers may be small.
Incompatibilities between microcomputer systems from different producers are not compa-
rable in scale to incompatibilities between mainframes from different producers. Operat-
ing system software, application packages, and even some hardware components are often
readily exchanged among microcomputer systems from different producers. In addition,
solutions to the problem of multi-producer inter-system communication can often be found
commercially and in the public domain.

5.2.4 Combining Approaches
In any large -' rganization, there are groups in which there are ADP professionals and/or

end users who are particularly adept in the;r use of microcomputers. This skill may have
come about because these individuals have a special interest in microcomputers, and/or
because their applications are particularly suitable for microcomputer systems.

The individuals and applications in such groups can serve as testbeds for the leading
edge of microcomputer technology. These groups can have the freedom to acquire and use
any hardware or software prominent in the marketplace. As the technology is matured and
integrated into existing systems by such groups, it can be brought into more widespread
use throughout the organization.

If an organization is sufficiently large, it may have a group whose sole purpose is to
research and ,valuate the application of microcomputer Technology to the problems of the
organization. Thus, an organization can maintain a constant influx of the latest technology-,
incrementally adding to its computing resources, maximizing the benefits fro n the use of
the newer technology, and minimizing the risks of having a large inventory of obsolete
equipment.



Chapter 6

Microcomputers and Organizations

Organizations have the opportunity to take advantage of the benefits ;hich can be
gained by the use of microcomputer tecnnolog:. However, the realization, of these benefits
requires that the organization consider carefully how it will manage the integration of this
new technology into the performance of its mission.

Unfortunately, as yet no clear methodology has emerged from the collected experience
of those organizations which have undertaken the task. This situation is in contr 1st with
organizations' previons experience with computer systems. Mainframe computer systems
are such costly resources that their use must be managed at the topmost le JP! of the
organization in a highly structured manner. The cost of a single microcomputer is small
enough to be within the purchasing authority of a first level manager. From a management
point of view, this implies that, whereas with mainframes, only a centralized management
approach is feasible, with microcomputers, any management approach is possible. Not
only is any management approach possible, but we have observed that the management of
microcomputers in an organization tends to conform to the overall management style of
the organization.

Does this imply that, in the management of microcomputers, an organization should
simply follow existing overall management approach? There are several reasons why the
answer to this question is "probably not."

Most organizations have diverse management styles among departments in the organi-
zation. Those microcomputer systems which are only used to support the functioning of
an individual department may be better managed in the style appropriate for that depart-
ment. In addition, most organizations have multiple missions. Some missions may require
that microcomputers berDme part of r larger system so that the microcomputer loses its
identity as an individual system. The total cost of all the microcomputers in such a sys-
tem can exceed that of a mainframe and may be better managed as a single system rather
than as a collection of individual mizrockmputers. On the other 'land, some missions may
require several diverse microcomputers which Jo not make up a part of a larger system,
but are dedicated to the productivity of sec arate specialized efforts whose joint output
p.'rforms the mission. Such systems may be better managed as individual systems.
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A microcomputer system consists of many components, e.g., CPU, memory, communi-
cations interfaces, operating systems, appiicatioas software, etc. Because there are often
many different producers for each class of components which make up a complete mi-
crocomputer system, it is possible to manage and support the use of microcomputers by
focusing on some of the components of a microcomputer rather than treating the micro-
computer as a indivisible unit.

Because of the low cost of an individual microcomputer system, the top management
of an organization is able to choose how it will manage its use of microcomputers. It is
able to choose the style of management, the level at which decisions are made, and to
which components those decisions apply. Organizations will make effective use of micro-
computer technology only if they understand the implications of the decisions regarding
the management of microcomputers.

There are several organizational factors which can significantly affect the use of micro-
computers in an organization.

6.1 Nature of Microcomputer Usage
The way in which a microcomputer will be used to support an organizational mission

can be broken into two broad catagories. Firs' the microcomputer can provide direct
support by being an integrated part of a larger system which performs the mission. A
microcomputer used in this manner essentially loses its identity as an individual computer
system and is used solely for the direct support of a single mission. Secondly, a micro-
computer can be used as indirect support for a single mission or several missions. In this
case, the microcomputer can be considered as the general purpose productivity tool of an
individual or a group, and has a clear identity as an individual computer system.

Because of the possibly varied requirements of microcomputer systems used in direct
support of different missions, and those used .,s general purpose productivity tools, careful
planning is required to insure that all requirements are met.

6.2 Nature of an Organizational Mission
An organization may be responsible for the delivery of several products or services that

may vary widely even within a single organization. For example, an insurance company
sells 'nsurance and settles claims with clients. This service is high volume, routine and
requires a rigid management structure to operate efficiently. However, this insurance
company may also have a group that performs statistical studies to update actuarial tables.
Such a group most likely would be managed in a less rigid style where -esponsibilities
are more distributed and flexible. The service group would probably use Aarge computer
systems including mainframes with large databases. The systems supporting the study
group would probably be more general purpose programmable systems which could respond
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to the changing needs of the study group. the nature of an organizational mission
can significantly influence how microcomputers are used in support of that mission.

6.3 ADP and End User Experience
In the example of the insurance company, not only is the nature of the misson an im-

portant aspect of planning for microcomputers, but also the end user's previous experience
with ADP equipment. For example, a microcomputer system to be used by someone with
no previous computer experience should be easy to learn. The end users in the group that
prepares the actuarial tables may have considerably more ADP experience than 1,he end
users in the sales and claims group. Thus, the systems for the latter group may have to
be significantly more easy to learn and use than the systems for the former group.

Another important factor to be considered is the quality and depth of the overall ADP
experience already within the organization. This pool of ADP experience can come from
two sources, the established groups of ADP expertise associated with existing mainframe
and/or minicomputer systems, and the unofficial (and perhaps recently discovered) pockets
of microcomputer expertise which Iv.ve arisen out of the need for end users to solve their
computing problems by using the new technology. Good planning for an organization's
use of microcomputers will have input from both sources of expertise. In particular, these
groups will have to be brought togdther in order to achieve successful microcomputer to
mainframe communications.

Special attention should be given to identifying and recognizing key individuals within
divisions, brandies, or other groups within the organization who have special knowledge
and interest in the use of microcomputer technology. These local leaders in the uses of
this technology can be established as user coordinators, providing support within their
groups and liaisons to appropriate centralized support and management staff. This local
user coordination function can frequently be an added responsibility for someone who has
shown interest and initiative to become knowledgeable about mcirocomputer technology.
These local leaders together within the organization may be the nucleus of an organization-
wide user group that can foster inform-Aion sharing and provide technical assistance in
microcomputer use.

The key challenge for most organizations will be to recognize and properly assess the
new alternatives now possible because of the microcomputer technology. Agency managers
at all levels should be made aware of the potential of end user computing so that they will
be more comfortable with =t. For most organizations the appropriate managerial strategy
for end user computing will be a mix between local autonomy and central control. The
pricipal difficulty faced by organizations will be in clea71, '.fining the boudaries between
vhat, should be controlled centrally and what should be controlled locally.

Our experience has been that few organizations had planned for integratirq, nicrocem-
puters into the performance of their missions before several microcomputer systems were
already in place. These initial systems were usually introduced by innovative individu-
als who were unable to 1,..ceive support from existing overworked a.nd understaffed ADP
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groups.

6.4 Long Term Impact on the Organization
It should be recognized that this and related office automation technologies are likely

to lead to new ways of performing basic functions within organizations. Eventually, major
changes to the structure and way of doing business are quite likely through exploiting
these new capabilities. The potential for change should be nurtured and supported so long
as it is consistent with organizational objectives and information resources management
policies and procedures.



Chapter 7

SUMMARY:Developing a Policy

The development of a management policy that encourages the use of microcomput-
ers, coupled with a meaningful education program and controls, can ultimately result in
increased productivity and optimization of information processing activities. The policy
can be formulated by one group (e.g., information resource management group) or by a
steering committee with members from the various departments within the organization.
It has been our experience that a steering committee with representatives from all orga-
nizational levels including end users can be the most beneficial in the development of a
policy. Organizational requirements, information on application requirements, and poten-
tial microcomputer usage, including the identification of who needs to have what types of
information and resources, can be solicited from these representatives. A policy that is
formulated with input from the user community can be accepted and complied with more
readily.

7.1 Elements for Consideration
The successful evolution of a management strategy/policy requires that conside-ation

be given to the elements that will constitute that strategy. The outline below is based
on the discussions previously presented and constitute elements for consideration prior
to th : development and implementation of a management policy. The sample outline is
not intended to be a comprehensive listing of all possible elements but rather a trigger to
stimulate further discussions.

Sample Outline: Elements for Policy Consideration

1. Establish Policy Objectives

clearly state the goals to be achieved by the policy

define the role of the microcomputer within the organization's information man-
agement structure
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determine the nature and extent of microcomputer usage within the organiza-
tion

identify management's motivation for creating a microcomputer policy

integrate microcomputer policy with the overall organizational policy

assure consistency with organization missions

2. Establish Level and Means of Policy Implementation

determine a management style, e.g., strict control vs. permissiveness vs. laissez-
faire

define the der-ree of control e.g., centralized control or decentralized control

determine the form the policy will take, e.g., in-house standard, guidance, rec-
ommendations, etc.

identify the resources that will be managed, e.g., information, personnel, telecom-
muncations, application, hardware, or software

identify the level at which the policy is formulated and the areas to which
the policy will be a 1p lied, e.g., the information resource management group
develops policy on microcomputer acquisition whereas the ADP system staff
formulates policy on micro-mainframe connections

specify a method for keeping the policy dynamic and adjustable to changing
technology and user needs

3. Establish Short and Long Range Strategies

develop a method to enable the adequate planning, coordination, review, and
evaluation of proposed and current microcomputer resources

determine the pace at which microcomputers are introduced and integrated into
the organization

investigate the implications and associated risks of implementing microcomputer
systems and identify alternative solutions and contingency plans

examine the resources (people, hardware, software, communications, and facil-
ities) associated with and required for the use of microcomputer systems

develop a methodology for acquisition, implementation, and support of micro-
computer systems

develop mechanisms to continuously monitor and evaluate technical trends with
respect to the current/planned environment

provide a coordinated and practical transition strategy to bridge from current
to future systems/environments, in a non-disruptive way



4. Acquisition

develop criteria for system (hardware and software) selection

define the level of approval and justification needed for the procurement of
microcomputer systems

specify the funding conditions and requirements for all procurements

provide for the coordination and consolidation of microcomputer pu:chases in
order to take advantage of volume purchasing

5. Develop a Clear Definition of Microcomputer Roles and Responsibilities

examine and determine the skills required to manage and effectively utilize the
technology

examine and realign organizational structures and responsibilities wherever nec-
essary to minimiTe disruption

define and assign responsibilities for the planning, selection, acquisition, man-
agement, operation, and support of microcomputer systems.

determine who will be the customer/user of the microcomputer systems

identify the role and involvement of tile end user, the user's management, the
systems stall, information resource management group, etc.

acquire knowledgeable technical personnel to support microcomputer activities

6. Define Adequate Support. Structures

Determine the support activities that will be offered, e.g., system assessments,
training, maintenance, and/or assistance and guidance in selection, acquisition,
installation, and operation of the microcomputers

determine the means of providing support, e.g., one centralized group, many
local support centers, user groups, producer obtained, etc.

develop procedures to promote literacy and education of all levels of manage-
ment so as to encourage knowledge-based decision making

develop procedures to provide training and assistance to help end users to more
productively use microcomputers and to intelligently anticipate and specify their
requirements

explore methods for the dissemination of information, e.g., user groups, newslet-
ters, workshops, conferences, electronic bulletin boards, etc.

examine potential maintenance techniques and practices

consider the security implications and risks associated with microcomputer us-
age
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7. Explore Opportunities for Information Sharing

determine the requirements and consequences of inteconnecting microcomputers
with other computer systems (mainframes, minicomputers, other microreinput-
ers)

expiore the need an I possibilities for sharing and interchanging software pro-
grams, files, and da ca

investigate the implications associated with the sharing of infoi :nation, e.g.,
data naming, orgai:izaJon, collection, and security

7.2 Pol!e.y Topics

The decisions derived from the policy elements above can form the basis of the actual
microcomputer management policy. An example of the topics that may be contained in
such a policy follows. The example is not intended to be an in-depth, comprehensive listing
of all possible topics in a management policy; nor should it imply that all topics listed must
be included iii a management policy. The objective of the example is to present areas that
may be contained in a management policy or at least be considered for one.

Sample Outline: Policy Topics

I. Purpose

II. Applicability and Scope

III. Background - General Information

IV. Objectives

V. Organizational Issues

A. Role of the Microcomputer within the Organization

B. Roles and Responsibilities

C. Fianning and Evaulating Microcomputer Resources

1. Current
2. Multi-year Planning

VI. Technical Issues

A. Standards and Recommendations

1. System Components
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2. Software
3. Potential Applications

B. Resource Sharing

1. Communication Requirements and Procedures

a. Hardware Configuration
b. Software
c. Software Compatibility (shared programs, files, data)

2. Information Issues

a. Data Sharing and Ownership
b. Data Naming and Organization
c. Data Integrity

C. Security and Risk Assessment

VII. Acquisition

VIII. Support

A. Microcomputer Assessment

B. Education and Training

C. Dissemination of Information

D. Equipment Installation and Maintenance

E. Software Development or Modification
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